
 

    

  POST CONVENTION HIGHLIGHTS 

Thank you to the 49 participants in yesterday’s first Ontario Virtual 

Convention. We began at 10:00 A.M. and wrapped up our convention before 

noon. Everyone seemed to enjoy attending this unique experience from the 

comforts of their own homes.  

The fact that all the convention materials and motions had been sent out 

ahead of time allowed us to proceed through the agenda in a very timely 

fashion. 

Our convention kicked off with Elizabeth Sills, our Chaplain providing a very 

fitting reflection to our current societal situation. It was topped off with a 

performance of “We’ll Rise Again” sung by a choir of female Toronto doctors. 

It was quite moving.  

Roberta Casabon, our International VP for the North Central Region brought 

International greetings and message and encouraged us to attend the next 

International Convention in Austin, Texas in 2021 and the re-scheduled NCR 

Conference in Frankenmuth in 2022. 

One of our meeting highlights was Judy Ganzert, our International President, 

was able to join us for most of the convention and she interacted with us. 

She stated how she appreciates our Canadian perspective being shared by 

Kathleen Buligan, Mary Johnson and Roberta Casabon in their respective 

roles.  

    

     



 

 

 

PRESENTATIONS 

Another highlight was the announcement of our Excellence in Education 

Award winner who was Saira Waseem who is a Program Consultant 

Kindergarten to Grade 12 for the Hamilton-Wentworth District School Board. 

Saira is described as an “Educator Extraordinaire”. Congratulations, Saira. 

Our Ontario Sister of Distinction was awarded to Mary Johnson also from Psi 

Chapter. Mary passionately devotes her time and skills to all aspects of 

Alpha ∆elta Kappa. She is always willing to help others. She exemplifies all 

the characteristics of the outstanding women educators in this international 

organization. Congratulations, Mary. 

 

INVITATION TO PROVINCIAL FOUNDERS’ DAY LUNCHEON  

 DEER CREEK GOLF COURSE -OCT.17 

Elizabeth McQueen and myself are looking forward to welcoming each and 

every one of you to the first Provincial Founders’ Day Luncheon at the Deer 

Creek Golf Course in Ajax on October 17 beginning at 11:00 A.M. It will be a 

great time to come together as Ontario sisters, to raise funds through the 

altruistic table sales for Simcoe Hall Settlement House, the second 2018-

2020 altruistic choice. It will also allow us to more formally recognize our 

award winners and to make formal acknowledgments and presentations to 

the incoming Executive. It will give Elizabeth McQueen further opportunity to 

introduce her theme and logo and to introduce her Ontario Board members 

and Committee Chairs.  

    

 

 

 

 



 

 

MEMBERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS 

Elizabeth highlighted that Upsilon, Tau, Rho, Zeta, Sigma Chapters had 

initiated new members from March 2018 – March 2020.Congratulations on 

your success at bringing new members into ADK Ontario.  

The Gavel of Growth was virtually presented to Sigma for showing the most 

net growth. Congratulations, Sigma. You will receive the actual Gavel of 

Growth when we have a chance to be together on Oct. 17. 

ALTRUISM UPDATE 

2018-2020 

Earlier in May, a $500 cheque from the Provincial budget was presented to 

Luke’s Place, a centre devoted solely to improving the safety and experience 

of abused women and their children as they proceed through the family law 

process.  

The proceeds from the Altruistic sales table at the October 17 Provincial 

Founders’ Day Luncheon will go to Simcoe Hall Settlement House, a non-

profit community resource centre dedicated to assisting less advantaged 

children, families and vulnerable adults whose lives are affected by poverty. 

2020-2022 

Elizabeth McQueen announced that her two altruistic projects for the 2020-

2022 Biennium will be Food for Kids, a weekend feeding program for at-risk 

children within Hamilton and Halton, which will receive 60% of the amount 

for altruism from the Provincial budget and 60% of the money raised at the 

altruistic table at the next convention.  

Alzheimer’s Society of Canada, the leading not-for-profit health organization 

working nationwide to improve the quality of life for Canadians affected by 

Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias and advance the search for the 

cause and cure will receive 40% from these same two sources.  

 

    



 

 

 INSTALLATION OF 2020-2022 ONTARIO BOARD 

Roberta installed the new Ontario Board for the next biennium:                              

Elizabeth McQueen         – President (Psi)                                                                                         

Margaret Nieradka         _ President – Elect (Sigma)                                                                                                                          

Kathryn Belsey               _  Past President (Tau)                                                                      

Pat Akers               _ VP of Information Technology (Psi)                                                       

Shirley O’Mara              _ Treasurer (Tau)                                                

Catherine Youngblud      _ Recording Secretary (Rho)                                                       

Helene Bergevin          _ Corresponding Secretary (Eta)                                                                       

Shannon Weston         _ Historian (Psi)                                                                                              

Elizabeth Sills     _ Chaplain (Lambda) 

     

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 

The Committee Chairs are appointed by the President. You will notice on the 

list of Chairs below there are still a couple of vacancies to be filled. If you or 

someone you know would like to be considered for one of those roles, please 

contact Elizabeth McQueen (eamcueen@outlook.com)                                                            

Altruism – Andrea Zagrody (Sigma)                                                                                              

Alpha Delta Kappa Month –                                                                                             

Candidate Qualifications – Karen Reinikka (Nu)                                                              

Excellence in Education -  Diane Marshall (Xi)                                                                               

     -  Denise Palmer (Zeta)                                                                 

Fraternity Education  - Rosemary Coomber (Psi)                                                             

Ontario Sister of Distinction Award – Mary Johnson (Psi)                                                        

Policy & Procedures       - Bev Murray (Upsilon)                                                                               

World Understanding - 

Elizabeth McQueen introduced her theme and logo which you will learn about 

in her newsletter. 
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GIFTS 

In the afternoon following our convention, Shirley O’Mara delivered to me a 

beautiful bouquet of flowers accompanied by a wonderful card from my own 

Tau Chapter. Thank you so much to Gale Robinson for picking out these 

flowers, to Shirley for delivering them and to all my Tau sisters for showing 

their support. This gesture meant the world to me.  

At the same time Shirley presented me with a gift from all Ontario ADK 

sisters that had been sent to her by Emily Noble. It is a beautiful 12-inch 

square glass dish which has been created by Taylor-Stevenson Glassworks. 

The shimmering brilliance of light and the blue and green colours in the glass 

are beautiful and the blue inukshuk is the highlight on the dish. It was 

accompanied by the Legend of the Inukshuk (The Traveler’s Friend) provided 

by the Armen Art Gallery. Emily, you couldn’t have made a better choice, 

Emily. Thank you so much.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


